Clocked Out and Tyalgum Music Festival present

HIDDEN SOUNDS
September 7-9, 2018
Bent Circuits: Can you coax sound from all 3 instruments?

Power-on light-sensitive clicks (switch down)

Manipulate clicks

Cover (perhaps
with this sheet)
to hear rhythm)

Press to
Trigger sound

Turn to
Manipulate
Sound (scratch
Like a DJ)

Check in down
position

Volume (turn up)
Power on

For an advanced feature (this is difficult!), first find and choose one of the longer sounds, trigger it
and quickly move the switch marked ‘check in down position’ into the upwards position (before the
sound finishes playing). Now touch both of the metal knobs simultaneously and hear the
sound/electricity literally flow through your body (please return to down position to reset the sound
for next user :-)

Hidden Sounds is made possible through the support of
Queensland Conservatorium Research Centre, Tyalgum Music Festival
and generous support from Australia Council for the Arts.
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Bent Circuits: Can you coax sound from all 3 instruments?
A mixer is normally used as a device for blending and adjusting electronically received sound.
However, rather than inputting external sounds, the outputs of this mixer have been connected to
its own inputs, thus generating feedback. The hidden 'voice' of the mixer is brought to the
foreground (needs careful ‘twiddling’)

Almost all the
controls in these
two columns will
affect the sound.
Try turning all to
full (and enjoy the
pretty red lights).
Then manipulate
the pan controls to
create rhythms and
change the EQ to
sculpt the shape of
the sounds.
Volume Control
(LOUD be careful!!!!)

Feedback control
(Can be turned to full
but explore minimum
settings too….)

Hidden Sounds is made possible through the support of
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and generous support from Australia Council for the Arts.
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The speak and spell uses the first ever single-chip voice synthesizer, the TMC0280. This one has
been modified (through a technique known as circuit-bending) to allow pitch change via dial and
touch, and a glitch switch which allows segments of the sound to be 'grabbed' and
repeated, leading to unstable glitchy rhythms.

Check in down position
to start.
Switch into upwards
position while making
sound to ‘catch’ a sound
(takes practise)

Press letter-keys to hear
one of the first ever voice
synthesisers in action

Pres go to run program

Turn on (START HERE)

Change pitch (will
‘crash’ when turned to
left, but sounds great
before a crash)

Press to reset (then turn
on above)

Touch to manipulate
pitch

Revert momentarily to
normal pitch
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